
London & Waterloo Gold ground 
the Black Attack

  SCORE BOARD
WATERLOO BLACK   0
LONDON GOLD   3

WATERLOO BLACK   0
WATERLOO GOLD   4
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The Black Attack travelled to London last Sunday 
evening for a tilt with the London Junior Knights Gold.  
The Wolves came out hard and matched the Knights 
team hit for hit, check for check in the first.  The 
forwards fore checked hard to neutralize London’s 
speed and the Wolves D kept the Knight’s speedy 
forwards to the outside.  The Wolves threw out some 
punishing hits – Connor Olsen, Dawson Fielding, 
Matt Buck, Cameron Young, Colin Kim and Lukas 
Marscheutz to name a few Wolves that laid the body 
whenever they could to wear down the Knights.  
The game remained scoreless until midway through 
the second when some questionable penalties and 
calls went against the Wolves.  The Knights went 
ahead on a wicked point shot goal on the 
power play.   The Knights then scored 
another on a rebound off a 2 on 1.  
The Knights 3rd goal was tipped by a 
London high stick in front of the net 
and initially called no goal but after 
much referee discussion, the call was 
reversed and the goal counted.  Despite 
the adversity, the Wolves kept skating 
and hitting into the 3rd period.  It appeared 
David Parker netted a Wolves goal in the third 
but apparently the whistle blew before the puck 
entered the net and there was no subsequent referee 
discussion.  Matt Fazzari put in a solid performance 
in goal to keep the Wolves close in this one.  Despite 
the 3-0 score, each Wolf hustled all game, supported 
his teammates and never quit!  Great job boys!  Game 
puck went to Dawson Fielding and Battle Bucket to 
Owen Fenton.

The Black Attack then played Waterloo Gold at RIM 
Park on Thursday evening.  With the forwards short 
because David Parker and Connor Olsen were on 
the sideline, Ben Hagen moved up from D to play on 
the wing.   The first period had few whistles but lots 
of great saves by Spencer Bartels to keep the Black 

Attack on even terms with Waterloo Gold going into 
the second period.   Bartels kept up his stellar play 
but the Gold forwards eventually knotted 3 goals 
in the second.  The Black Attack didn’t give up and 
kept skating and hitting, with some nice clean checks 
thrown by Ben Hagen, Matt Buck and Cameron Young 

in the third.  Unfortunately on this day, 
Wolves Black couldn’t mount much offense 

and the game ended in a 4-0 defeat.  
Game puck went to Colin Kim and the 
Battle Buck to Will Maxwell.

Player Profile: Cameron Young
The Black Attack #88 jersey is worn 

by the hard working and versatile forward 
Cameron Young, AKA Younger to his team mates.  
Younger’s favourite NHL player is the Washington 
Capitals Alexander Ovechkin.  It’s obvious  when 
you watch Younger dish out his punishing hits, rip 
his wicked wrist shot and crash the net, he’s spent 
numerous hours watching the great Ovie!  Younger is 
focused on the ice and preps for games by listening 
to “This Means War” by Nickelback.
Cameron is a grade 6 student at St. Agatha PS where 
he loves gym.  When Younger isn’t playing hockey, he 
excels at playing another punishing sport – lacrosse.  
Cam’s preferred pre-game meal is pizza and he 
wishes Christmas was all year long – not for the 
presents but for his favourite dessert of Christmas 
cookies!
Excellent games this week Younger!  Keep crashing 
the net and dishing out those good, clean hits!
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